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Abstract. The production of isolated photons in deep-inelastic scattering ep→ eγX is measured with the H1
detector atHERA.Themeasurement is performed in the kinematic range of negative four-momentumtransfer
squared 4<Q2 < 150 GeV2 and amass of the hadronic systemWX > 50 GeV. The analysis is based on a total
integrated luminosity of 227 pb−1. The production cross section of isolated photons with a transverse energy
in the range 3<EγT < 10 GeV and pseudorapidity range−1.2 < η
γ < 1.8 is measured as a function of EγT, η
γ
and Q2. Isolated photon cross sections are also measured for events with no jets or at least one hadronic jet.
The measurements are compared with predictions from Monte Carlo generators modelling the photon radia-
tion from the quark and the electron lines, as well as with calculations at leading and next to leading order in
the strong coupling. The predictions signiﬁcantly underestimate themeasured cross sections.
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1 Introduction
Isolated photons originating from the hard interaction
in high energy collisions involving hadrons are a sen-
sitive probe of perturbative quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) [1, 2], as the photons are largely insensitive to
the eﬀects of hadronisation. A good understanding of the
standard model (SM) production mechanism of isolated
photons is also important for searches of new particles de-
caying to photons at hadron colliders.
The production of isolated photons1 has been studied at
various experiments. Cross sections measured in ﬁxed tar-
get pN experiments (e.g. [3]) show a steeper decrease with
photon transversemomentum, P γT, than predicted by next-
to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations. The CDF [4–7]
and D0 [8, 9] experiments at the Tevatron have measured
the isolated photon production cross section in pp¯ colli-
sions. Whereas D0 ﬁnds good agreement with a NLO QCD
calculation, the CDF data show a somewhat steeper P γT
dependence than predicted. Measurements of the photon
production in e+e− collisions have also been performed at
LEP [10–13].At HERA, prompt photon cross sections have
been measured by the H1 and ZEUS experiments [14–16]
in photoproduction, where the negative four-momentum
transfer squaredQ2 of the exchanged virtual photon is close
to zero, and showed reasonable agreement with NLO calcu-
lations. An analysis of the isolated photon cross section in
deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)withQ2 larger than 35 GeV2
has been published by ZEUS [17].
The measurement of isolated photons in DIS provides
a test of perturbative QCD in a kinematic range with two
hard scales: the transverse energy of the emitted photon
EγT and Q
2. Isolated photons in DIS are produced at low-
est order (α3α0s) as shown in Fig. 1. Already at this order
a jet can be produced in the hadronic ﬁnal state in add-
ition to jets associated with the proton remnant, due to the
electron or photon recoil.
The ﬁnal state photon may be emitted by a quark (QQ)
and by wide angle radiation from the lepton (LL). The in-
terference contribution (LQ) is expected to be small. Since
the photon and the scattered electron are well separated
in the present analysis, low angle QED radiation is sup-
pressed. The QQ contribution has two diﬀerent origins:
the direct radiation of a photon from the quark and the
fragmentation of the quark into a jet containing a photon
which carries a large fraction of the jet energy. This quark-
to-photon fragmentation contribution is suppressed by the
isolation requirement for the photon.
This paper presents a measurement of isolated photon
production in DIS e+p→ e+γ+X. Photons are identiﬁed
q Supported by the Swedish Natural Science Research Council
r Supported by CONACYT, Me´xico, grant 48778-F
s Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
t Supported by the Ministry of Education of the Czech Re-
public under the projects LC527 and INGO-1P05LA259
u Supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation
1 Photons coupling to the interacting partons are often called
“prompt” in contrast to photons from hadron decays or those
emitted by leptons.
Fig. 1. Leading order diagrams for isolated photon produc-
tion in DIS. The upper diagrams illustrate isolated photon
production by radiation from the electron line (LL), while
the lower diagrams correspond to production via radiation
from the quark (QQ, without the contribution from quark
fragmentation)
using a multivariate analysis of the shapes of the calorime-
ter energy deposits to reduce the background from neutral
hadrons and their decay products. The photons are then
used together with the other particles in the event, with
the exception of the scattered electron, to reconstruct jets.
The isolation of the photon is ensured by requiring that
it carries at least 90% of the transverse momentum of the
jet containing the photon. Isolated photons with trans-
verse energy 3< EγT < 10 GeV and pseudorapidity −1.2<
ηγ < 1.8 are selected in DIS events in the kinematic regime
4<Q2 < 150GeV2, inelasticity y > 0.05 and a mass of the
hadronic system WX > 50GeV. The production of addi-
tional jets besides the photon jets in these events is also
investigated. The current analysis signiﬁcantly extends the
kinematic range probed by the ZEUS measurement [17].
The results are compared to a recent leading order (LO),
O(α3α0s), calculation [18, 19] and to predictions of the
Monte Carlo (MC) models PYTHIA [20], simulating the
QQ process, and RAPGAP [21] for the LL process. The
cross sections for a photon plus at least one jet are further
compared to a NLO calculation [22].
2 H1 detector
A detailed description of the H1 detector can be found
in [23, 24]. In the following, only detector components rele-
vant to this analysis are brieﬂy discussed. The origin of the
H1 coordinate system is the nominal ep interaction point,
with the direction of the proton beam deﬁning the positive
z-axis (forward direction). Transverse momenta are meas-
ured in the x–y plane. Polar (θ) and azimuthal (φ) angles
are measured with respect to this reference system. The
pseudorapidity is deﬁned to be η =− ln tan(θ/2).
In the central region (20◦ < θ < 165◦) the interac-
tion region is surrounded by the central tracking system,
which consists of a silicon vertex detector, drift cham-
bers and multi-wire proportional chambers, all operated
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within a solenoidal magnetic ﬁeld of 1.16 T. The tra-
jectories of charged particles are measured in the cen-
tral tracker with a transverse momentum resolution of
σ(PT)/PT  0.005PT/GeV⊕ 0.015. The forward track-
ing detector and the backward drift chamber (operated
in 1999–2000) or backward proportional chamber (for
2003–2005) measure tracks of charged particles at smaller
(7◦ < θ < 25◦) and larger (155◦ < θ < 175◦) polar angle
than the central tracker, respectively. In each event the
ep interaction vertex is reconstructed from the measured
charged tracks.
The liquid argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter [25] sur-
rounds the tracking chambers. It has a polar angle coverage
of 4◦ < θ < 154◦ and full azimuthal acceptance. It consists
of an inner electromagnetic section with lead absorbers
and an outer hadronic section with steel absorbers. The
calorimeter is divided into eight wheels along the beam
axis, each of them segmented in φ into eight modules, sep-
arated by small regions of inactive material. The electro-
magnetic and the hadronic sections are highly segmented
in the transverse and the longitudinal direction with about
44000 cells in total. The granularity is larger in the elec-
tromagnetic part and increasing in both sections in the
forward direction. For particles coming from the ep inter-
action region, the laterally projected cell size in the elec-
tromagnetic part varies between 5×5 cm2 in the forward
and at most 7× 13 cm2 in the central region. The longi-
tudinal segmentation in the diﬀerent wheels varies from
three (central) to four (forward) layers in the electromag-
netic and from four to six in the hadronic section. The
ﬁrst electromagnetic layer has a thickness of about 3 to
6 radiation lengths for particles coming from the inter-
action region. Electromagnetic shower energies are meas-
ured with a precision of σ(E)/E = 12%/
√
E/GeV⊕ 1%
and hadronic energies with σ(E)/E = 50%/
√
E/GeV⊕
2%, as determined in test beam experiments [26, 27]. In
the backward region 153◦ < θ < 178◦, particle energies are
measured by a lead-scintillating ﬁbre spaghetti calorimeter
(SpaCal) [28].
The luminosity is determined from the rate of the
Bethe–Heitler process ep→ epγ, measured using a photon
detector located close to the beam pipe at z =−103m, in
the backward direction.
DIS events at Q2 values up to 150GeV2 are triggered
by the energy deposition of the scattered electron in the
SpaCal. For events with the scattered electron entering the
SpaCal at low radii, additional trigger signals are required
from the central drift chambers [29–31] and from the cen-
tral proportional chambers [32–34]. The trigger eﬃciency
for DIS events containing an electron in the Spacal an-
gular acceptance with an energy above 10GeV is greater
than 98%.
3 Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo simulations are used to correct the data
for detector acceptances, ineﬃciencies and migrations and
to compare the measured cross sections with MC model
predictions.
The two generators PYTHIA [20] and RAPGAP [21]
are used to generate events with photons produced in the
hard interaction. PYTHIA simulates the contribution of
photons radiated from the struck quark (QQ). The contri-
bution of photons radiated by the electron (LL) is simu-
lated using RAPGAP and denoted “RAPGAP rad.” in
the following. The small contribution from interference [18]
is neglected. Both generators calculate the hard partonic
interaction in LO QCD O(α3α0s). Higher order QCD radi-
ation is modelled using initial and ﬁnal state parton show-
ers in the leading log approximation [35]. The fragmen-
tation into hadrons is simulated using the LUND string
model [36] as implemented in JETSET[37]. The simula-
tions use the CTEQ6L proton parton densities [38].
The measurements presented in this paper show that
the data is well described by the two MC contributions
if PYTHIA is scaled by a factor 2.3 and RAPGAP is
not scaled. This combined “scaled signal MC” is used
to correct the data, whereas the unscaled MC predic-
tion (“signal MC”) is compared to the cross section
measurements.
As an alternative, the HERWIG [39] generator is used
to model the QQ contribution. HERWIG simulates the
fragmentation into hadrons through the decay of colour-
less parton clusters and uses the equivalent-photon approx-
imation for the incoming photon beam. Isolated photon
production in DIS is derived approximately as Compton
scattering between the photon and a quark. This approx-
imation is not valid for Q2 above a few GeV2, therefore
HERWIG is only used to estimate the systematic uncer-
tainties due to the fragmentation model.
The main SM background is due to photons produced
in hadron decays in DIS events. It is modelled using the
RAPGAP generator, with initial and ﬁnal state radiation
switched oﬀ. This contribution is denoted by “RAPGAP
non-rad.” in the following.
The multivariate shower shape analysis used to iden-
tify the photons requires high statistics samples of shower
simulations in the whole phase space of energy and pseu-
dorapidity. Samples of events containing single particles
are simulated. In each sample, corresponding to single pho-
tons or single neutral hadrons decaying to photons, the
particles are uniformly generated in pseudorapidity and
energy. These samples are generically named “single par-
ticle samples” in the following.
All generated events are passed through a full GEANT
[40] simulation of the H1 detector and through the same
reconstruction and analysis programs as used for the
data.
4 Event selection
The event sample used in this analysis was collected with
the H1 detector at HERA in the period 1999 to 2005 at
a centre-of-mass energy of 319GeV. The corresponding in-
tegrated luminosity is 227 pb−1. In a ﬁrst step, DIS events
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Fig. 2. Distributions of a E
γ
T and b θ
γ for isolated photon candidates in the ﬁnal event sample. Data are shown as points with
error bars. The bold solid histogram shows the sum of the expectation from RAPGAP (non-rad.) for neutral hadron background
(shaded), from PYTHIA for radiation from the quark scaled by a factor of 2.3 (dashed line) and from RAPGAP (rad.) for radia-
tion from the electron (solid line). The unshaded area corresponds to the estimated isolated photon contribution (RAPGAP(rad.)
plus PYTHIA×2.3)
are selected with the scattered electron2 measured in the
SpaCal. In a second step, a subsample of DIS events with
an isolated photon candidate in the LAr calorimeter is
selected.
4.1 Selection of DIS events
DIS events are selected with the scattered electron iden-
tiﬁed in the SpaCal as a compact electromagnetic clus-
ter [41] with an energy Ee > 10 GeV and a polar angle
θe < 177
◦. Matching signals in the backward tracking
chambers are required for electron candidates with Ee <
18 GeV. The scattering angle of the electron is deter-
mined from the measured impact position in the back-
ward tracking chamber, the position of the energy clus-
ter in the SpaCal and the reconstructed primary
vertex.
Background from events at low Q2, in which the elec-
tron escapes through the beam pipe and a hadron fakes the
electron signature, is suppressed by the requirement that
the diﬀerence Σ(E−pz) between the total energy and the
longitudinal momentum be in the range 35 < Σ(E− pz)
< 70GeV, where the sum includes all measured hadronic
ﬁnal state particles and the scattered electron.
Non-ep background is removed by restricting the
z-coordinate of the event vertex to be within ±40 cm of the
average vertex position and by requiring at least one good
track in the central tracking system with the polar angle
30< θ < 150◦ and not associated to the electron.
The energy Ee and polar angle θe of the scattered elec-
tron candidate are used to reconstruct y and Q2 accord-
ing to Q2 = 2E0eEe(1+cosθe) and y = 1−Ee(1− cos θe)
/(2E0e ), where E
0
e is the electron beam energy. The events
are selected in the kinematic region 4<Q2 < 150GeV2 and
y > 0.05.
2 The analysis uses data from periods when the beam lepton
was either a positron or an electron. Unless otherwise stated,
the term electron refers to both the electron and the positron.
4.2 Selection of isolated photon candidates and jets
Photon candidates are identiﬁed as clusters in the electro-
magnetic section of the LAr calorimeter with a transverse
energy 3 < EγT < 10GeV and pseudorapidity −1.2 < η
γ
< 1.8 in the H1 laboratory frame. The candidates are
rejected if they are close to inactive regions between
calorimeter modules [25] or if a track geometrically
matches the electromagnetic cluster with a distance of
closest approach to the cluster’s barycentre of less than
20 cm. Neutral hadrons that decay into multiple photons
constitute the main background. In most cases such de-
cay photons are merged into one electromagnetic cluster,
which tends to have a wider transverse distribution than
that of a single photon. The transverse radius3 RT of the
photon candidate cluster is therefore required to be smaller
than 6 cm. In addition, the invariant mass of the cluster,
when combined with the closest neighbouring electromag-
netic cluster with an energy above 80MeV, must be larger
than 300MeV. This requirement rejects candidates that
originate from π0 decays with two photons reconstructed
in separate clusters. Only events with exactly one photon
candidate are accepted. Less than 1% of the events are
rejected because more than one photon candidate is found.
The mass of the ﬁnal state hadronic system is recon-
structed from the four-momenta of the incoming electron
(pe) and proton (pp), the scattered electron (p
′
e) and the
photon candidate (pγ) asWX =
√
(pe+pp−p′e−pγ)
2. The
contribution from elastic Compton scattering (p+ e→ p+
e+γ) is suppressed by requiringWX > 50GeV.
Final state hadrons are reconstructed from deposits
in the LAr calorimeter in combination with tracking in-
formation. Following the so-called “democratic” proced-
ure [42, 43], the photon candidate and the reconstructed
hadrons in each event are combined into massless jets using
the kT algorithm [44]. The algorithm is used with a PT-
weighted recombination scheme and with the separation
parameter R0 set to 1. Jets are selected with a transverse
3 For a deﬁnition of the transverse radius see Sect. 5.
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Fig. 3. Distributions of a the trans-
verse momentum and b the polar angle
of the hadronic jet with the highest
transverse momentum in events with
an isolated photon candidate. The data
are compared to the MC predictions, as
described in the caption of Fig. 2
momentum of P jetT > 2.5 GeV and a pseudorapidity in the
range−2.0< ηjet < 2.1. Due to the harder kinematical cuts
for the photon candidate there is always a jet containing
the photon candidate, called the photon-jet. All other jets
are classiﬁed as hadronic jets. For hadronic jets the ηjet-
range is restricted to −1.0< ηjet < 2.1. According to the
MC simulation, the hadronic jets are well correlated to jets
reconstructed by the same jet algorithm on parton level
(partonic jets) even at low transverse energies. To ensure
isolation of the photon, the fraction z of the transverse
energy of the photon-jet carried by the photon candidate
has to be larger than 90%. This deﬁnition of the isola-
tion requirement is stable against infrared divergences and
thus well suited for comparisons with perturbative QCD
calculations. The isolation requirement largely suppresses
background from photons produced in hadron decays.
The distributions of the transverse energy and of the
polar angle of the isolated photon candidates are shown
in Fig. 2 together with the MC predictions for the scaled
signal and the background. The sum of the MCs describes
the data well.
The samples of events with either no hadronic jet or
at least one hadronic jet are called “photon plus no-jets”
and “photon plus jet”, respectively. The P jetT and θ
jet dis-
tributions for the hadronic jet with the largest transverse
momentum are shown in Fig. 3. The sum of the scaled
signal and background MCs describe reasonably well the
data, with a slight deﬁcit for jets at low polar angles.
A total of 14 670 events with a scattered electron and an
isolated photon candidate are selected, of which 6495 have
at least one additional hadronic jet.
5 Photon signal extraction
5.1 Shower shape analysis
The extraction of the photon signal exploits the ﬁne gran-
ularity of the electromagnetic part of the LAr calorimeter.
In order to discriminate between signal photons and the
background from neutral hadrons and their decay prod-
ucts, the calorimeter cluster corresponding to the isolated
photon candidate is further analysed using the following
six shower shape variables calculated from the measure-
ments of the individual cells composing the cluster [45]:
1. The fraction of the energy of the electromagnetic clus-
ter contained in the cell with the largest energy deposit
(“hottest cell”).
2. The fraction of the energy of the electromagnetic clus-
ter contained in four or eight (depending on the granu-
larity of the calorimeter) contiguous cells in the ﬁrst two
calorimeter layers. The cells include the hottest cell and
are chosen to maximise the energy which they contain
(“hot core”). This and the ﬁrst variable are sensitive to
the compactness of the cluster in the calorimeter. The
values of these variables are on average larger for pho-
tons than for the background.
3. The fraction of the cluster’s energy detected in the ﬁrst
calorimeter layer (“layer 1”), which is expected to be
larger on average for multi-photon clusters than for
those initiated by a single photon.
4. The transverse4 symmetry ST of a cluster deﬁned as the
ratio of the spread (deﬁned by root mean squared) of
the transverse cell distributions along the two principal
axes. A photon cluster is expected to be symmetric with
ST values close to unity, whereas multi-photon clus-
ters are typically more asymmetric and yield lower ST
values.
5. The transverse radius of the cluster deﬁned as the
square root of the second central transverse moment
RT =
√
µ2, where the k’th central transverse moment
of the cells distribution is given by µk = 〈|r−〈r〉|k〉.
Here r is the transverse projection of a cell position
and 〈r〉= (
∑n
i=0Eiri)/
∑
Ei the energy weighted aver-
age of the cell positions ri in the plane transverse to
the photon direction. As explained in Sect. 4.2, only
events with a cluster candidate of small transverse ra-
dius RT < 6 cm are selected for the multivariate analy-
sis.
6. The transverse kurtosis KT is deﬁned as KT = µ4/
(µ2)
2− 3. It speciﬁes how strongly the energy distri-
bution is peaked and is equal to zero for a Gaussian
distribution.
The discrimination power of signal and background be-
comes weaker at high transverse energies, where the multi-
photon clusters become more similar to a single photon
4 In the context of the cluster shape analysis the transverse
plane is deﬁned as perpendicular to the direction of the photon
candidate.
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Fig. 4. Distributions of the six vari-
ables that are used to deﬁne the dis-
criminant for isolated photon identiﬁca-
tion: a hottest cell fraction, b fraction
of the hot core, c ﬁrst layer fraction,
d transverse symmetry ST, e transverse
radius RT and f transverse kurtosis
KT. The data are shown with the MC
predictions described in the caption to
Fig. 2. The shape diﬀerence between
RAPGAP (rad.) and PYTHIA arises
from the diﬀerent distributions in phase
space (see Fig. 2b)
cluster. Therefore events with EγT > 10 GeV are excluded
from the measurement, as described in Sect. 4.2.
The distributions of the six shower shape variables are
shown for the isolated photon candidates in Fig. 4. The
data are compared with the sum of the background and
the scaled signal MC distributions. A good agreement is
observed.
5.2 Signal extraction
In order to discriminate between single photons (signal)
and single neutral hadrons (background), probability dens-
ity functions pi=1,6γ,bg are determined for the six shower shape
variables, using simulated “single particles events”, de-
scribed in Sect. 3. The signal probability density func-
tions piγ are simulated using single photon events whereas
the background probability density functions pibg are ap-
proximated using a sample of events containing single neu-
tral hadrons (π0, η, η′, ρ, ω, K, K0L, K
0
S , n and n¯).
The relative contributions of the various neutral hadrons
species are taken as predicted by the RAPGAP generator.
In particular, π0 and η mesons contribute to 90% of the
background.
An overlap of clusters of diﬀerent particles can occur
due to large multiplicities speciﬁc to the hadronic envi-
ronment in DIS. The overlap aﬀects the photon candidate
cluster shape. It is found to be important only for the back-
ground and leads to a loss of photon candidates due to the
distortion of the transverse cluster radius, which then ex-
ceeds in most cases the upper limit of 6 cm required in the
analysis (cf. Sect. 4.2). This loss due to cluster overlap is
modelled by supressing the background single particles ac-
cording to a probability pco proportional to the transverse
area of the cluster pco = aR
2
T with a = 0.004 cm
−2. The
constant a is determined by a comparison of single particles
event samples with full MC simulation in phase space re-
gions where suﬃcient statistics are available.
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The multi-dimensional photon and background prob-
ability densities are taken as the product of the respec-
tive shower shape densities Pγ,bg =
∏
i=1,6 p
i
γ,bg. For each
event a discriminator (D) is formed, which is deﬁned as
the photon probability density divided by the sum of the
probability densities for photons and backgroundD = Pγ/
(Pγ +Pbg). The discriminator has in general larger values
for isolated photons than for the decay photons. Figure 5
shows the discriminator distribution for the data together
with the predictions of the background and the scaled sig-
nal MC. The data are well described by the sum of the MC
predictions.
Since the shower shape densities vary signiﬁcantly as
a function of the cluster energy and depend on the gran-
ularity of the LAr calorimeter, the discriminator is deter-
mined in bins of (EγT, η
γ), with three intervals in EγT and
ﬁve in ηγ . The intervals in ηγ correspond to the diﬀer-
ent wheels of the calorimeter. The contributions of pho-
tons and neutral hadrons in any of the 15 analysis bins is
determined by independent minimum-χ2 ﬁts to the data
discriminator distributions. In each (EγT, η
γ) bin, the χ2
function is deﬁned to be
χ2 =
∑
i
(Ndata,i−Nbgdbg,i−Nsigdsig,i)
2
σ2data,i+N
2
bg σ
2
bg,i+N
2
sig σ
2
sig,i
,
where the sum runs over the bins of the discriminator dis-
tributions (D). Ndata,i is the number of data events in the
i’th bin. dsig,i and dbg,i denote the i’th bin content of the
signal and background discriminator distribution, respec-
tively, normalised to unity. The σi represent the associated
statistical errors.Nsig and Nbg, represent the number of
signal and background events respectively, and are deter-
mined by the ﬁt. If the content in any data histogram bin
is small (Ndata,i < 7), adjacent bins are merged. The ﬁt
is performed separately for the three samples selected as
presented in Sect. 4.2: inclusive, photon plus no-jets and
photon plus jet. The ﬁt quality is acceptable in all diﬀeren-
tial bins.
The total number of isolated photons is obtained by
summing theNsig from all analysis bins. As a result 4372±
Fig. 5. The distribution of the discriminator (D) used in the
identiﬁcation of isolated photon candidates for events that have
passed the event selection. The data are compared to the MC
predictions described in the caption of Fig. 2
145 signal events are attributed to the inclusive data sam-
ple. In the photon plus no-jets and photon plus jet sub-
samples 1755±106 and 2606±95 signal events are found,
respectively. The signal fraction is 29% in the inclusive
sample, 20% for the photon plus no-jets sample and 39%
for the photon plus jet sample.
5.3 Cross section determination
In each bin of the kinematic variables, the cross section σ
is computed from the number of events with photons in
the corresponding bin as σ =Nsig/(L), where L is the lu-
minosity. The correction factor  takes into account the
acceptance, trigger and reconstruction eﬃciencies, and mi-
gration between the bins. It is calculated using the scaled
signal MC. Bin averaged cross sections are quoted in all
tables and ﬁgures. The total inclusive cross section is ob-
tained by summing the measured cross sections from all 15
analysis bins. The bin averaged single diﬀerential cross sec-
tions dσ/dEγT and dσ/dη
γ are obtained accordingly by
summing all corresponding bins in ηγ andEγT, respectively.
The single diﬀerential cross section dσ/dQ2 is determined
by ﬁtting the discriminator distributions separately in ﬁve
diﬀerent bins in Q2. In these ﬁts, the signal and back-
ground discriminator distributions in each EγT and η
γ bin
are assumed to be independent of Q2. It has been veriﬁed
that the variation of theQ2 dependence has indeed a negli-
gible eﬀect.
6 Systematic uncertainties
Two additional event samples are used for the deter-
mination of systematic errors and in-situ energy calibra-
tion. The ﬁrst sample, containing Bethe–Heitler events,
ep→ eγp, consists of events with an electron reconstructed
in the LAr calorimeter, a photon in the SpaCal and nothing
else in the detector. The second, complementary, sample is
selected by requiring an electron in the SpaCal and a pho-
ton in the LAr calorimeter and no other particle detected
in the event. Such events originate to a large part from
deeply virtual Compton scattering ep→ eγp. These inde-
pendent event selections, denoted BH and DVCS respec-
tively, provide a clean sample of electromagnetic clusters in
the LAr calorimeter.
The eﬀects of the diﬀerent systematic errors on the
cross section are evaluated by applying variations to the
MC simulation. The following uncertainties are considered:
– The measured shower shape variables in the BH and
DVCS event samples are compared to simulated single
particle photons and electrons, respectively. The uncer-
tainty on the shower shape simulation is estimated by
distorting the discriminating variables within the lim-
its deduced from the diﬀerences observed for the control
samples (BH and DVCS) between data and simula-
tion. The ﬁts for the signal extraction (Sect. 5.2) are
repeated with the distorted distributions of the discrim-
inating variables. The resulting systematic error on the
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total inclusive cross section is +10.2% and −12.8%. It
varies between 11% and 25% for the single diﬀerential
cross sections. The error increases with increasing EγT
and towards large ηγ and is independent of Q2.
– The uncertainty on the photon energy measurement is
estimated using the BH and DVCS control samples. For
the BH events the cluster transverse energy is compared
with the track measurement. For DVCS events the en-
ergy of the cluster is compared to the energy calculated
using the double angle method [46, 47]. The photon
energy scale uncertainty estimated with this method
varies from 1% for photons detected in the backward re-
gion to 4% for forward photons. The resulting error on
the total inclusive cross section is +3.6% and −2.6%.
– An uncertainty of 3 mrad (4 mrad for ηγ > 1.4) is at-
tributed to the measurement of the polar angle of the
photon. This uncertainty is determined by comparing
the polar angle measurements of the track and the clus-
ter for identiﬁed electrons in the BH control sample.
The resulting error on the total inclusive cross section is
+0.1% and −0.7%.
– An uncertainty of up to 2% is attributed to the energy
of the scattered electron and an uncertainty of 2 mrad
to the measurement of the scattering angle. The result-
ing error on the total inclusive cross section is +1.9%
and −2.9%.
– A 3% uncertainty is attributed to the energy of hadronic
ﬁnal state objects [48]. This aﬀects the total cross sec-
tion by +1.2% and −0.7%.
– A 5% uncertainty is applied for the correction of the
cluster overlaps in the signal extraction procedure, cor-
responding to half the size of the correction.
– The uncertainty attributed to the model dependence
of the acceptance corrections is derived from the dif-
ferences between the acceptances determined with the
PYTHIA and HERWIG simulations. A resulting error
of 5% is found for the inclusive and the photon plus jet
and 10% for the photon plus no-jets cross sections.
– The uncertainty of the ratio of the LL and QQ con-
tributions for the acceptance corrections is taken into
account by varying the scaling factor for PYTHIA from
1.5 to 3. The resulting error on the total inclusive cross
section is +1.4% and−0.8%. For the double diﬀerential
cross section, a systematic error of up to 5% is found.
In regions with ηγ >−0.6, the systematic error is below
1%.
– An uncertainty of 1% is attributed to the simulation of
the trigger eﬃciency.
– The uncertainty on the track reconstruction eﬃciency
results in an error of ±0.3% for the total inclusive cross
section.
– The uncertainty on the conversion probability of the
photons before entering the calorimeter results in a sys-
tematic error of 2% of the cross sections.
– The uncertainty on the luminositymeasurement is 3.4%.
In each analysis bin the individual eﬀects of these experi-
mental uncertainties are combined in quadrature. The sys-
tematic uncertainty obtained on the total inclusive cross
section is +13.6% and −15.5%. The largest contribution
to this uncertainty arises from the systematic eﬀects at-
tributed to the description of the shower shapes, which is
partially correlated among measurement bins.
7 Theoretical predictions
The measured cross sections are compared to the unscaled
MC prediction as discussed in Sect. 3. In addition, data
are compared with ﬁxed order QCD calculations, described
in this section. A LO O(α3α0s) calculation [18, 19] is used.
The photon plus jet cross sections are further compared
to a NLO O(α3αs) QCD calculation [22] which is only
available for the photon plus jets phase space selection.
In the calculations, the cross section σ(ep→ eγX) is ob-
tained by convoluting the parton-level cross sections (for
instance σˆ(eq→ eγq) at LO) with the proton parton dens-
ity functions.
The QQ contribution is dominated by the direct radi-
ation of the photon from the quark involved in the parton
level process, but also contains the contribution from quark
fragmentation to a photon [49, 50]. The direct part can be
calculated in perturbation theory. The fragmentation con-
tribution is described by a DIS matrix element eq→ eq
convoluted with a process independent quark-to-photon
fragmentation function determined from data and denoted
by Dq→γ(z). Here z is the fraction of the quark’s mo-
mentum carried by the photon. Already at leading order,
the parton-level cross section contains an infrared diver-
gence due to the emission of a photon collinear to the
quark. It is factorised into the fragmentation function at
a factorisation scale µF. This singularity at LO makes
a NLO prediction for the inclusive cross section consider-
ably involved.
So far, only two measurements exist that give direct in-
formation on the quark-to-photon fragmentation function.
These measurements were made by the LEP experiments
ALEPH [43] and OPAL [51]. Only the ALEPH meas-
urement has the precision to allow a determination of
Dq→γ(z). The LO calculation used in this analysis is based
on the ALEPH LO parametrisation of Dq→γ(z) [42, 43].
The NLO calculation uses the fragmentation function
from [52]. In the MC models the contribution from frag-
mentation is not included.
For photons plus no-jets the quark-to-photon frag-
mentation enters already at lowest order (α3α0s) [19],
in contrast to the photon plus jet sample where the
fragmentation contribution is of the order α3α1s. Since
the contribution from fragmentation is suppressed by the
requirement of the photon being isolated, the present an-
alysis has no sensitivity for a determination ofDq→γ(z).
In the LL subprocess, the photon is radiated by the
lepton. In the present analysis, the reconstruction of the
photon and the electron in diﬀerent parts of the detector
ensures that the two particles are separated, hence the LL
term contains no collinear singularities. The interference
term (LQ), which diﬀers in sign for e+p and e−p scattering,
is included in the calculations. It contributes less than 3%
to the cross section [18].
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The calculations of the isolated photon cross section are
made for the same ratio of luminosities for e+p (47.9%)
and e−p (52.1%) scattering as for the data. The cuts in
the theoretical calculations are adjusted to correspond to
the experimental cuts described in this paper. The calcula-
tions use the same jet algorithm, applied on parton level, as
used for the data analysis. The CTEQ6L [38] leading order
parametrisation of proton parton distributions is used. Dif-
ferent proton parton density functions are found to change
the predictions by 5%–10%. The LO and NLO predictions
are compared to the data after a correction for hadronisa-
tion eﬀects. The correction factors fhad are deﬁned as the
ratio of the cross sections calculated from hadrons to those
from partons and are determined from the scaled signal
MC. The same jet algorithm as for the data is applied on
parton and on hadron level. The uncertainty of the correc-
tion factor is estimated by comparing the correction factors
obtained from PYTHIA with those from HERWIG. The
correction for the total inclusive cross section is−14% with
an associated uncertainty of 5%. For the diﬀerential cross
sections the corrections are at most −30%. The correction
is largest for low photon energies and in forward direction
of the photon because of the degraded resolution of the
isolation parameter z. The combined uncertainties of the
theoretical predictions from hadronisation corrections and
proton parton distributions amount to up to 11%.
The NLO calculation of the photon plus jet cross sec-
tions includes processes with an additional gluon, either as
the incoming parton or in the ﬁnal state, as well as virtual
corrections. The renormalisation and factorisation scales
are set to µR = µF =
√
Q2+(P jetT )
2. Theoretical uncer-
tainties are estimated by varying µR and µF independently
by a factor two up and down. These uncertainties are be-
low 3% and lower than the uncertainties from the choice
of the proton parton distributions and from the hadronisa-
tion corrections.
8 Results
The isolated photon cross sections presented below are
given for the phase space deﬁned in Table 1. Bin averaged
diﬀerential cross sections are presented in Figs. 6–10 and in
Tables 2–5. For all measurements the total uncertainty is
dominated by systematics. The results are compared with
the signal MC predictions (unscaled PYTHIA plus RAP-
GAP) and with the LO and NLO calculations. The fac-
tors fhad for the correction of the theoretical calculations
from parton to hadron level are given in the cross section
tables.
8.1 Inclusive isolated photon cross sections
The measured inclusive isolated photon cross section is
σ(ep→ eγX) = 50.3±1.7 (stat) +6.8−7.8 (syst) pb .
The LO calculation predicts a cross section of 28.6 pb,
while the signal MC expectation is 26.4 pb. Thus both pre-
Table 1. Phase space region in which isolated prompt pho-
ton cross sections are measured together with the deﬁn-
ition of jets. Kinematics are deﬁned in the H1 laboratory
frame
Isolated photon cross section phase space
3<EγT < 10 GeV
−1.2< ηγ < 1.8
z = EγT/E
photon-jet
T > 0.9
Inclusive Ee > 10 GeV
cross section 153< θe < 177
◦
4<Q2 < 150 GeV2
WX > 50 GeV
y > 0.05
√
s= 319 GeV
kT algorithm with PT-weighted
recombination scheme [44], R0 = 1
Jet deﬁnition P jetT > 2.5 GeV
−1.0< ηjet < 2.1 (hadronic jet)
−2.0< ηphoton-jet < 2.1 (photon-jet)
Table 2. Diﬀerential cross sections for inclusive isolated pho-
ton production in the kinematic range speciﬁed in Table 1. fhad
denotes the hadronisation correction factor applied to the LO
calculation
H1 inclusive isolated photon cross sections
E
γ
T dσ/dE
γ
T stat. syst. fhad
[GeV] [pb/GeV]
3.0 4.0 16.98 ±1.20 +2.79−2.61 0.78
4.0 6.0 10.51 ±0.47 +1.50−1.86 0.89
6.0 10.0 3.08 ±0.20 +0.46−0.60 0.98
ηγ dσ/dηγ stat. syst. fhad
[pb]
−1.2 −0.6 26.15 ±1.67 +3.60−4.16 0.92
−0.6 0.2 20.69 ±1.34 +3.53−3.73 0.85
0.2 0.9 15.83 ±0.93 +1.97−3.25 0.81
0.9 1.4 9.57 ±0.87 +1.99−2.00 0.80
1.4 1.8 5.50 ±1.15 +1.04−1.75 0.80
Q2 dσ/dQ2 stat. syst. fhad
[GeV2] [pb/GeV2]
4.0 10.0 2.48 ±0.21 +0.34−0.41 0.87
10.0 20.0 1.17 ±0.07 +0.19−0.21 0.83
20.0 40.0 0.52 ±0.03 +0.07−0.10 0.81
40.0 80.0 0.235 ±0.013 +0.033−0.048 0.83
80.0 150.0 0.063 ±0.006 +0.009−0.012 0.87
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Fig. 6. Diﬀerential cross sections
for inclusive isolated photon pro-
duction dσ/dEγT, dσ/dη
γ , and
dσ/dQ2 in the kinematic range
speciﬁed in Table 1. The inner error
bars on the data points indicate
the statistical error, the full error
bars contain in addition the sys-
tematical errors added in quadra-
ture. The cross sections in a, c,
e are shown together with a lead-
ing order, O(α3α0s), calculation cor-
rected for hadronisation eﬀects, LL
corresponding to radiation from the
electron, QQ to radiation from the
quark and LQ to their interference.
The same cross sections are shown
in b, d, f together with the pre-
diction from PYTHIA for photon
emission from the quark and from
RAPGAP (rad.) for emission from
the electron
dictions signiﬁcantly underestimate the measured total in-
clusive cross section by almost a factor of two.
Diﬀerential cross sections dσ/dEγT, dσ/dη
γ and
dσ/dQ2 are presented in Table 2 and in Fig. 6.
The data are compared in the left panels of Fig. 6 with
the LO predictions, displaying separately the LL and QQ
contributions. The LO calculation provides a reasonable
description of the shapes of the data distributions in EγT
and ηγ , while the global normalisation is about a factor
of two too low. The calculation is closest to the data at
largerQ2 and for backward photons (ηγ <−0.6), where the
LL contribution is of similar magnitude to that ofQQ. For
forward and central photons (ηγ > −0.6), the QQ contri-
bution dominates.
The measurements are compared in the right panels of
Fig. 6 with the signal MC predictions. The estimations of
the QQ processes by PYTHIA and of the LL contribu-
tions by RAPGAP agree well with the predictions from the
LO calculation. Thus the conclusions for the comparison of
the signal MC with the data are similar as for the LO cal-
culation. This agreement between LO and the signal MC
holds for all cross sections studied in this analysis and in
the following the data are only compared with the LO cal-
culation.
Figure 7 and Table 3 present the diﬀerential cross sec-
tion as a function of EγT in ﬁve diﬀerent bins of η
γ , corres-
ponding to the wheel structure of the LAr calorimeter. The
shapes of all cross section distributions are reasonably well
described by the LO calculation. A good description of the
data can be obtained by a global scaling of the QQ con-
tribution by a factor 2.3 and leaving the LL normalisation
unchanged. This is an indication that the observed excess
in the data is mainly due to an underestimation of the QQ
component.
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Fig. 7. Diﬀerential cross sections
dσ/dEγT for inclusive isolated pho-
ton production in the kinematic
range speciﬁed in Table 1, in ηγ bins
corresponding to the wheel struc-
ture of the LAr calorimeter (see
text). The measurements are com-
pared to a leading order O(α3α0s)
calculation (more details in the cap-
tion of Fig. 6). The LL contribution
is negligible for ηγ > 0.2
AtQ2 > 40 GeV2, the agreement of the predictions with
the data is somewhat better, as can be seen in Fig. 8 and
Table 4. The total inclusive cross section for Q2 > 40 GeV2
is
σ(ep→ eγX) = 14.0±0.8 (stat) +2.2−2.1 (syst) pb .
The LO prediction of 10.3 pb is about 30% below the data.
The shapes of the dσ/dEγT and dσ/dη
γ distributions are
well reproduced. The relative contribution of LL is pre-
dicted to be higher than at lowQ2.
The present measurement is extrapolated to the phase
space of the analysis performed by the ZEUS collabora-
tion [17] (Q2 > 35GeV2, y > 0, Ee > 10GeV, 139.8< θe
< 171.9◦ and 5 < EγT < 10 GeV). Due to the diﬀerent an-
gular coverage of the calorimeters of the two detectors,
the extrapolation is not possible for ηγ < −0.6 because
the photon–electron separation cannot be properly taken
into account. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the H1
and ZEUS mesurements of the diﬀerential cross section
dσ/dηγ . A good agreement is observed. The LO calcu-
lation is also shown and is here corrected for hadroni-
sation eﬀects in contrast to the comparison in [18]. In
the ZEUS analysis the photon radiation from the elec-
tron is neglected in the acceptance corrections and no
WX cut is applied. A rough estimate shows that with
the WX cut used by H1 and the acceptance calculation
with the combination of PYTHIA and RAPGAP, the
ZEUS cross section values are expected to be lowered
by about 10%–30%. A diﬀerent photon isolation crite-
rion is used in the ZEUS analysis which is not corrected
for. Studies of isolated photons in photoproduction in-
dicate that the two diﬀerent isolation criteria give very
similar results. The measurement presented in this pa-
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Fig. 8. Diﬀerential inclusive cross
sections dσ/dEγT (a) and dσ/dη
γ
(b) for isolated photon production
in the kinematic range speciﬁed in
Table 1 and the additional criterion
40 < Q2 < 150 GeV2. The cross sec-
tions are compared to the leading
order, O(α3α0s), calculation (more
details in the caption of Fig. 6)
Table 3. Diﬀerential cross sections for inclusive isolated pho-
ton production dσ/dEγT in diﬀerent η
γ bins corresponding
to the wheel structure of the LAr calorimeter (see text). The
kinematic range is deﬁned in Table 1. fhad denotes the hadro-
nisation correction factor applied to the LO calculation
H1 inclusive isolated photon cross sections
E
γ
T dσ/dE
γ
T stat. syst. fhad
[GeV] [pb/GeV]
−1.2< ηγ <−0.6
3.0 4.0 4.86 ±0.67 +0.88−0.63 0.86
4.0 6.0 3.46 ±0.28 +0.48−0.66 0.96
6.0 10.0 0.98 ±0.12 +0.13−0.23 1.00
−0.6< ηγ < 0.2
3.0 4.0 5.81 ±0.75 +1.27−1.20 0.76
4.0 6.0 3.20 ±0.28 +0.56−0.65 0.88
6.0 10.0 1.09 ±0.13 +0.15−0.17 0.99
0.2< ηγ < 0.9
3.0 4.0 3.94 ±0.51 +0.59−0.72 0.72
4.0 6.0 2.39 ±0.16 +0.28−0.51 0.84
6.0 10.0 0.59 ±0.06 +0.09−0.14 0.96
0.9< ηγ < 1.4
3.0 4.0 1.66 ±0.31 +0.22−0.31 0.69
4.0 6.0 0.82 ±0.12 +0.21−0.16 0.82
6.0 10.0 0.37 ±0.05 +0.10−0.09 0.96
1.4< ηγ < 1.8
3.0 4.0 0.72 ±0.28 +0.23−0.21 0.70
4.0 6.0 0.64 ±0.16 +0.09−0.22 0.81
6.0 10.0 0.049 ±0.045 +0.009−0.016 0.94
per signiﬁcantly extends the kinematical region probed by
ZEUS in photon transverse energy and pseudorapidity, and
in Q2.
Table 4. Diﬀerential cross sections for inclusive isolated pho-
ton production in the kinematic range speciﬁed in Table 1 and
40<Q2 < 150 GeV2. fhad denotes the hadronisation correction
factor applied to the LO calculation
H1 inclusive isolated photon cross sections
for Q2 > 40 GeV2
E
γ
T dσ/dE
γ
T stat. syst. fhad
[GeV] [pb/GeV]
3.0 4.0 3.70 ±0.39 +0.63−0.59 0.80
4.0 6.0 2.53 ±0.23 +0.43−0.43 0.87
6.0 10.0 1.30 ±0.15 +0.19−0.27 0.96
ηγ dσ/dηγ stat. syst. fhad
[pb]
−1.2 −0.6 9.61 ±1.00 +1.48−2.02 0.97
−0.6 0.2 5.13 ±0.59 +0.92−0.97 0.86
0.2 0.9 3.49 ±0.32 +0.45−0.72 0.78
0.9 1.4 2.37 ±0.33 +0.49−0.47 0.76
1.4 1.8 1.12 ±0.51 +0.21−0.34 0.73
8.2 Photon plus no-jets and photon plus jet cross
sections
The cross section for jet production in events with isolated
photons is studied. The measurement is performed in the
phase space deﬁned for the inclusive cross section with an
additional jet requirement or veto as shown in Table 1.
The measured total cross section for photon plus no-jets
is
σ(ep→ eγY ) = 18.8±1.2 (stat) +3.3−3.4 (syst) pb ,
where Y contains no identiﬁed hadronic jet. The prediction
of the LO calculation is 11.7 pb. The measured total cross
section for the photon plus at least one jet is
σ(ep→ eγ jetX) = 31.6±1.2 (stat) +4.2−4.8(syst) pb .
The prediction of the LO calculation is 16.7 pb. For
both samples the predictions are signiﬁcantly lower than
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Fig. 9. Diﬀerential cross sections dσ/dηγ for the inclusive iso-
lated photon production in comparison to the previous meas-
urement by ZEUS [17] for Q2 > 35 GeV2, E′e > 10 GeV, 139.8<
θe < 171.9
◦ and 5 < EγT < 10 GeV. The additional condition
WX > 50 GeV is used in the H1 analysis only (see Sect. 8). The
cross sections are compared to the leading order, O(α3α0s), cal-
culation. In contrast to the comparison in [18], the calculation
is here corrected for hadronisation eﬀects
the data. The observed ratios of data to LO prediction are
very similar to the inclusive isolated photon measurement.
As for the inclusive sample, similar conclusions are found
for the MC predictions.
Table 5. Diﬀerential cross sections for the production of isolated photons accompanied by no or at least one hadronic jet in the
kinematic range speciﬁed in Table 1. fhad denotes the hadronisation correction factor applied to the LO and the NLO calculation
H1 photon plus no-jets H1 photon plus jet
E
γ
T dσ/dE
γ
T stat. syst. fhad dσ/dE
γ
T stat. syst. fhad
[GeV] [pb/GeV] [pb/GeV]
3.0 4.0 8.10 ±0.93 +1.82−1.48 0.75 8.85 ±0.70
+1.37
−1.38 0.82
4.0 6.0 3.79 ±0.29 +0.69−0.77 0.91 6.65 ±0.35
+0.92
−1.15 0.89
6.0 10.0 0.77 ±0.10 +0.14−0.18 1.10 2.35 ±0.17
+0.35
−0.46 0.97
ηγ dσ/dηγ stat. syst. fhad dσ/dη
γ stat. syst. fhad
[pb] [pb]
−1.2 −0.6 9.30 ±1.07 +1.53−1.72 0.88 16.61 ±1.20
+2.67
−2.64 0.97
−0.6 0.2 8.46 ±0.95 +1.73−1.84 0.81 12.32 ±0.90
+2.15
−2.19 0.88
0.2 0.9 5.98 ±0.71 +1.16−1.34 0.82 9.94 ±0.59
+1.16
−2.03 0.81
0.9 1.4 2.57 ±0.47 +0.64−0.61 0.85 6.99 ±0.73
+1.38
−1.40 0.79
1.4 1.8 2.40 ±0.73 +0.78−0.74 0.91 3.22 ±0.85
+0.61
−1.01 0.77
Q2 dσ/dQ2 stat. syst. fhad dσ/dQ
2 stat. syst. fhad
[GeV2] [pb/GeV2] [pb/GeV2]
4.0 10.0 1.09 ±0.16 +0.21−0.22 0.88 1.39 ±0.13
+0.20
−0.22 0.87
10.0 20.0 0.44 ±0.05 +0.09−0.09 0.81 0.76 ±0.05
+0.11
−0.14 0.86
20.0 40.0 0.21 ±0.02 +0.04−0.05 0.80 0.31 ±0.02
+0.04
−0.06 0.83
40.0 80.0 0.071 ±0.008 +0.012−0.017 0.81 0.162 ±0.010
+0.024
−0.033 0.84
80.0 150.0 0.021 ±0.004 +0.005−0.007 0.88 0.040 ±0.005
+0.005
−0.007 0.89
A comparison to a NLO calculation is possible for the
photon plus jet cross sections. The NLO calculation pre-
dicts a cross section of 20.2± 0.6 pb, about 20% higher
than the LO prediction but still roughly 35% lower than
the data. The analysis performed using a higher cut on
P jetT > 4 GeV lead to a similar disagreement between the
data and the calculation.
The measured diﬀerential cross sections for the photon
plus no-jets and photon plus jet selections are presented
in Table 5. They are compared with the LO predictions in
Fig. 10. For both samples the LO prediction describes the
shapes of the dσ/dEγT and dσ/dη
γ distributions reason-
ably well and is furthest below the data at low Q2, where
the QQ term dominates. All four diagrams in Fig. 1 con-
tribute to the photon plus no-jets and photon plus jet sam-
ples, but the LL contribution is largely suppressed for the
photon plus no-jets sample due to the cut on WX . Since,
at leading order O(α0s), the quark fragmentation contribu-
tion to the cross section enters only the photon plus no-jets
sample, the observed excess can not solely be attributed to
an underestimation of that contribution. The cross section
for photon plus jet production is roughly two times higher
than for photon plus no-jets. This is in contrast to the in-
clusive ep→ eX cross section, where topologies with an
additional jet are suppressed by O(αs). The similar cross
sections for photon events with or without additional jets
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Fig. 10. Diﬀerential cross sections
dσ/dEγT, dσ/dη
γ and dσ/dQ2 for
photon plus no-jets (a, c, e), and pho-
ton plus jet (b, d, f) production in the
kinematic range speciﬁed in Table 1.
The cross sections are compared to
the leading order, O(α3α0s), calcula-
tion (more details in the caption of
Fig. 6). The photon plus jet sample
is additionally compared to a NLO
(α3αs) calculation. The bin averaged
NLO cross sections are indicated by
the squares
can be explained by the fact that both topologies corres-
pond to the same orderO(α0s) in perturbative QCD.
In addition, the diﬀerential cross sections dσ/dEγT,
dσ/dηγ and dσ/dQ2 for the photon plus jet selection
are compared to the NLO prediction (Fig. 10 right). On
average, the NLO prediction is higher than the LO pre-
diction, in particular at low Q2, but is still lower than
the data by roughly 35%. The shapes of all three dif-
ferential cross sections are described well by the NLO
prediction.
9 Conclusions
The cross section for isolated photon production ep→ eγX
is measured in deep-inelastic scattering at HERA. Photons
with a transverse energy in the range 3 < EγT < 10 GeV
and with pseudorapidity −1.2< ηγ < 1.8 are measured in
DIS events in the kinematic region 4 < Q2 < 150GeV2,
y > 0.05 and WX > 50 GeV. Compared to previous meas-
urements, the range of Q2 is extended from Q2 > 35 GeV2
to Q2 > 4 GeV2. The cross section receives contributions
from photon radiation by the struck quark (QQ), as well
as from wide angle bremsstrahlung of the initial and ﬁnal
electrons (LL) and their interference.
The data are compared to a LO O(α3α0s) calculation
which is shown to underestimate the measured cross sec-
tions by roughly a factor of two. The prediction is most
signiﬁcantly below the data at low Q2. The shapes of the
dσ/dEγT and dσ/dη
γ distributions are described reason-
ably well. The comparison of data to the LO calculation
in bins of ηγ show that the diﬀerence in normalisation can
mainly be attributed to an underestimation of theQQ con-
tribution. The data are further compared to predictions
from the Monte Carlo generators PYTHIA, for the simu-
lation of photons radiated from the quark, and RAPGAP
for photons radiated from the electron. The Monte Carlo
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predictions are very similar to the predictions from the LO
calculation and also understimate the data, especially at
low Q2.
Jet production in events with isolated photons is also
studied. The cross sections for events with no or at least
one hadronic jet are underestimated by the LO prediction
by a similar factor as for the inclusive measurement. Again
the expectations are furthest below the data at low Q2.
The total photon plus jet cross section is roughly double
the photon plus no-jets cross section as expected from the
calculations. The NLOO(α3α1s) prediction for photon plus
jet is higher than the LO prediction, most signiﬁcantly at
low Q2, but still underestimates the data. The NLO calcu-
lation describes the shapes of the diﬀerential cross sections
reasonably well.
Further theoretical investigations are needed to under-
stand the observed discrepancy between the measurements
and the predictions, including for instance the calculation
of higher order processes.
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